4Sided Triangle
band member biographies
Kevin Figes – saxes and compositions
kevin has led his own bands for many years, producing recordings of his own compositions
which have been well received in the national press, and he regularly tours the UK with a
variety of outfits. He has recorded and toured internationally with Keith Tippett and
Brazilian combo Sirius B, and has also performed with Dave Stapleton, who released a Kevin
Figes Quartet CD on his Edition Records Label. Kevin also plays and writes for the 15 piece
big band Resonation and has been described as,”One of the most interesting emerging talents
on the UK scene” by Jazzwise magazine
Mike Outram – Guitar
Mike is one of the couontry's most innovative guitarists, a superb improviser and extremely
versatile player whose professional CV spans a wealth of genres and recordings with a huge
number of world-class artists; Robert Fripp, Herbie Mann, Tim Garland, Carleen Anderson
Photek, The Cinematic Orchestra, Theo Travis and Jacqui Dankworth are just a small
portion of the artists he has worked with. As well as his work as a sideman and leading his
excellent own groups, Outram is a respected teacher, holding the post of guitar professor at
Trinity College and the Royal Academy of music. “World class” - The Guardian
Dan Moore - Fender Rhodes
Dan is very much in demand around the country, with a regular gig as part of acclaimed
country/gospel outfit Phantom Limb. He also performs regularly with top UK saxophonists
James Morton, Andy Sheppard and James Brown sideman Pee Wee Ellis.
Daisy Palmer – Drums
Daisy is also a greatly sought-after session player, who is widely known as the regular
drummer for electro-pop act Goldfrapp. More recently, she has been filling the drumming
chair for Bristolian post-jazz group Get The Blessing (signed to the same label as Dan Moore's
other project Phantom Limb), and she also plays with Lillian Bouteille.
Mark whitlam – Drums (live)
Mark is hugely busy in the South West and has been called upon by such jazz luminaries as
Alan Barnes, Dave Newton and Jim Mullen, as well as being the regular drummer in the
Kevin Figes quartet.

